
Notes from CCADJ Training - 10th October ‘14 

L’interval 

There's nothing more simple, more straight to explain than this.  So don't be afraid.

The question of the interval is the question of life.

Edward Bohl - a sociologist who looks at what happens between people.  

The distance between them defines their relations.  

4 types of interval of distance.

• Intimate distance - between close companions. Where one can touch the other.

• Personal distance - a distance between work colleagues.  The distance allows the interaction.

• Social distance - the exchange is impersonal and can be overheard by other people.  The 

distance between librarian and 

• Public distance - which can be large.  More or less than 8 meters between. Such as people 

who don't know each other.   It authorises no intimacy. 

He can also define them as circles.  Intimate circle etc.

This is essential to understand. 

It also defines a cultural understanding. 

A Japanese encounters an African.  A clash of intimate and personal distances. 

Each society has its own variations there on.

Even in Europe there are more variations in this. Spain v France. Much more touchy in Spain. 
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What is a normal proximity for you?

Restaurant example. 

The metro is a good example of this. The eye level is totally different to the physical space. 

If we make eye contact it can be an act of aggression. 

It can lead to mistaken intentions and confusion. 

We need to show that we're not intimate with our fellow travellers.

Japan as a very regulated place in terms of distances.  We'll see clips from Japan.  

The interval comes from a base of reality. 

Paradox in that What does a film maker do?   Takes characters and makes a difference between 

them.  One that reflects life.  

But the distance between the figures and the camera is something else. It offers a paradox. 

The gap between the characters and the camera is also a statement of the game, and creates a 

sensational response. 

First clip Stalker.  Girl moving objects with mind.  The final scene.

It's so theatrical. 
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The camera moves and pulls back then she pushes the objects away with her mind. 

Gravity clip.  Bullock and Clooney working on the circuit board together. 

That was a long take. Only one shot. 

It's all told through the distance between them. 

The play between the astronauts and the earth. 

What emotion does it engender?

The space between the two figures. 

It's entirely Constructed around the interval. 

How the camera explores the situation. The sound is also very important. 

They are both physical and psychological distances. 

It's pure cinema.  At the start. 

Our perception of space is always double. 

Geometric 

Here we are at the Cinematheque which gives us an objective distance in relation to Bercy. 

It's actually quite abstract.  

A geometric and then perceived reality.  What we see with our eyes. 

The abstract and the real. 

Subjective intervals. 

Real space transected by subjective space. 
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The art of cinema is to work on intervals in our head between real and subjective space.

The example of the two trees. 

Hiding behind one and not being seen from the other. 

Clip from Les Rapaces - Greed, a western by Von Stroheim. 

The distance between camera and subjects. 

The setting is very pure. 

It passes from a shot of the landscape to a shot of a character's face.

Then back to the long shot and we see the distance between them. 

In pulling back we see the donkey. 

Then it pulls back further and we see a tiny wee dot that is them on the horizon. 

Object of desire treasure and water. 

It goes between the space of the fiction and the space of reality. The desert. 

When he abandons the horse we see him getting further away before he gets to the other chap 

and sneaks up on him.

Categories 

Physical Catergory 

Between camera and subject / physical objects. 

Getting closer or further by either camera or by subject. 
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Clip from Esprit de la Ruche - Spirit of the Beehive 

Children in a field. 

No water. 

The little girl as a point of reference as her sister runs off. 

The camera observes the game of the distance. 

We can draw it up as a floor plan easily. 

It's pure Geometry. 

The camera getting closer to the subject Nubes Pasajares  - Drifting Clouds by Kaurismäki 

Between the camera and the subject there is something that can come.

In this its a tram which gets between her and the camera. 

Her husband is a tram driver. 

Clip from - Elle a passé tant d'heures sous les sunlights - Philippe Garrel

Getting further away on the bridge. 

Clip from - Partie de Campaigne - Jean Renoir 

A scene of chaps wanting to seduce some city folk who operate in a group. 

The hat of the girl is important in this. 

Renoir looks at how the boy and the girl get closer and closer. 

He has the hat as an object and it brings them together. 

Changing of axis to open up the scene. Bring more subjects in. 

The passage of the characters between two poles. They cross each other. 
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Very geometric again. 

Clip from - Moonrise Kingdom - Wes Anderson

Map and boy being observed. 

The open field shot. Getting the two together.  

Frontality to allow us to see the distance. 

Wide to extreme close up.

She's ready to go. 

It's love. 

Then broken up by a flash back then back to the real distance between them.  As opposed to the 

psychological space. 

Think of the rules of attraction and the split screen shot in that.   On reflection, it’s a poor clip 

except for the technique.

The space of desire as a subjective space. 

Them becoming distant figures. 

Chaplin in the last scene of the circus. Think of that. 

L’Aventura - Antonioni 

Clip of lady crying on a park bench. 

Crossing the axis as device in opening this up. 

She gets closer. 

Close up of hand. 
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Cut to long shot to show them in context geographically. 

It's just the same as in Stroheim's clip in approach. Looking for. 

Antonioni chooses an empty space. 

Then reduces the interval until they are touching. 

The placement of the figures in the space. 

The pull back of the narrator. To allow the story teller distance to say this is the end of the film. 

It can be a pull back or a jump cut. 

How can I film something effective?  Is the question that Bergala poses. 
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